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INTRODUCTION 

A great de,1 of work h-s been done on the 

physical properties of solutions of acids and 

salts, while few investigators have turned their 

attention to the bases. :,mmonia has been inves- 

tigated ithout any very clear idea havirv; been 

formed as to its state of combination with water 

in aqueous solution (see below). till less is 

known about the other bases in solution. 

In the case of ammonia the main ,,uestion has 

been as to whether or not ammonium hydroxide 

actually exists to any extent in solution. (see 

a series of papers by R.M.Caven, T.,.Loore, -nd 

J.Joc.Chem.Ind. 1923 42) In these 

papers sixwore upholds the view that ammonium 

hydroxide is a weak base, and that on dissolving 

ammonia in water the followiner, eçuations hold, 

NH3 h20 N114011 Nii4+ 

le gives in support of his view the results 

obtained by himself and Anmill 112 101 

163) for the extent of hydration of ammonia in 

solution determined from tie partition coefficient 

of/ 
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of ammonia between water and another solvent. By 

this method oore deduces that roughly '1 of the 

ammonia is in the form of 111401i, 4b in the form 

of Mist and 4», in the form of EF4+. he concludes 

that ammonium hydroxide is e, weak base. 

Caven, on the other hand, upholds the view 

that while the ammonia may be hydrated in solution, 

the compound formed is not an ionisable hydroxide 

as Moore would have it be, but a molecul,r compound 

of the type 14-Inh20 which does not dissociate 

directly into ions. The ionisation according to 

Caven, is really due to the NH uniting with a 

hydrion :+1 forming an ammonium ion NH4+. On this 

tieory, the weakness of the base is due to the 

instability of this ion, which tends to break up 

into NH3 and H again. In support of this view 

he quotes results obtained by himself ,nd co-workers 

(e.g. eaven and ,'erguson J.0.:). 1922 121 1406) 

working on the double salts of the alkali metals, 

which show that tie ammonium ion is very similar in 

its behaviour in these salts to the ions or the 

alkali metals. 2rom this consideration ammonium 

hydroxide, as such, should be elmost completely 

ionised in solution. On dissolving ammonia in 

water the equations representing the ecuilibria 

might/ 



might be written, 

z-- -tNEB,1120. 

,h_ results of 2'aurholt on he solution of 

carbon dioxide in water (J.Chim.:hys. 1924 21 400) 

muy be mentioned here, in which it is found that 

only 2;; of the dissolved carbo iioxide is in the 

form of carbonic acid, c,lrbon_te, or hydrogen 

carbonate ion. 

The same equations, a?plied above to ammonia, 

might be applied to te alkyl amines. Thus the 

hydrate formation on Javen's theory takes Place as 

a side reaction, and the order in which the amines 

are hydrated may have little connection with the 

order in w ich they give positive ions in solution. 

_Loorets hypothesis, while we cannot expect the 

order of hydration to agree definitely with the 

order in which the amines are ionised, there is a 

greater possibility of its doing, so, since com 

bination with water is a preliminary to ionisation. 

.00re and 4inmi1l give the following values 

for the hydration of the amines. The Eydration 

Constant is defined as .qi4011/[lirip.3 

»mine/ 



Amine Hydration conotant at 

18') 2!'.0 32.35° 

Ammonia 1.41 1.13 .085 

Monomethylamine 16.2 11.3 

'eimethylamine 0.75 0.46 .0.007 

Trimethylamine 3.03 1.80 1.23 

eonopthylamine 3.50 2.31 1.1.:A3 

eiethylamine large large large., 

'A:riethylamine 1.89 1.10 0.4f.) 

.i?ropylamine 13.5 10.e 7-7 

Diprepylamine large large large 

eumpere the order of the ionisation constants for 

NEs ,,/ Melli { Melill2 / Me2NH 
. 

( 
and for the ethylamines fet314 ;tiii 2 Et2:0 (e).7.) 

The irregularities in these hydration constants 

are so marked as to raise doubts as to whether the 

method used is reliable. The assumptions made 

which appear mos; dubious are, 

1- the hydroxide (or hydrate) is insoluble in the 

non-aqueous layer, 

2- the solubilities in each layer are unaffected by 

the presence of a small amount of the second 

solvent. Den if the solubility of each solvent 

in the other be only slight, a mere trace may 

suffice to change the equilibrium, very considerably. 

(e.e. 4;end,11 .0roceiloy.Soc. 1911 AW 204) 

L,oldscimidt/ 
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Goldechmidt (Leit.Anorg.Chem. 19)1 28 W7) 

attempted to ascertain the degree of hydration of 

ammonia in water by the study of the vapour eressure 

of -solutions of ammonia containing varying amounts 

of carbamide. Lis results are of doubtful value. 

The purpose of the present research is to 

obtain results from various physical properties 

which can be correlated in an attempt to determine 

whether hydration bears any relation to the degree 

of ionisation of the alkyl amines. 

A method of investigating this problem is 

through the freezing point curves of the amines. 

These have been examined by Pickering (J.Q0S, 1893 

fa. 181) whose object was the discovery of hydrates. 

Pickering however went further in his conclueions 

than was permissible in that not only aid he acceit 

as evidence of the existence of a hydrate a maximum 

on the freezing point diagrem, but he discovered 

certain discontinuities in the curveo which he 

ascribed to the existence of still more hydrates. 

These have been shown to be unjustifiable (see e.g. 

Lowry, J,Soc.Chem.Ind01928 47 1262). :iieglecting 

these, Ackering's results show in general increased 

complexity of hydration with increased basic 

strength. 

There/ 
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There is the possibility however of hydratee 

being formed without eny effect of their presence 

showing itself on the freezing point curve. A 

method of attackind this problem, eualitatively at 

leeet, is to compare the part of the curve when the 

to 0 
oubotance cryseallising is ice, with the ideal curve 

given by ,,ashburn (erinciples of 2hyeical chemistry, 

1915 edition, euation e4) 

4STf e 10.2(: . 4, 0-4282) 

where&if deereaeion of freezing point 

= elele fraction of solute. 

If a solute combines with wa,er, less water will be 

available in the free state. Thus the effective 

concentree,ion of the solute, and hence the freezing 

point depression, will, be increased. 

_ickering's values for this part of the curve 

are not sufficiently accurate to obtain relative 

hydration values for the various solutes. 

in repeating his work for these more dilute 

solutions, it was felt advisable to check his results 

for other darts of the freezing point diagram also, 

especially the formulae of he hydrates which he 

founa. 

In order to correct the results obtained with 

dilute solutions for the ionisation of the amine, 

conductivity measurements were necesuary, and with 

them/ 



them, density and viscosity data. The conduct- 

ivities of amine solutions have been determined by 

several investigators; Bredig (Zeit.Phys.Ohem. 

1894 la 289) at 2t°; 3runi and andonnini (Zeit. 

,lectroehem. 1910 1L 223) at 25°; hibore and Ammill 

(loc.cit.) at 18°, 25°, and one of these 

used soluti,ms more concentrated than N/b. ,acept 

in the last case the meaourements were done vithout 

great accuracy, whle in t.e ]...st case only one 

concentrion was studied. plirther, it was 

necessary to determine the degrees of ionisation at 

CPC, as that temperature rot nearly corresponds to 

the temperatures encountered in the freezing point 

determinations. '_e,..surements were carried out at 

250 also, as it was thought it might be possible to 

deduce from the conductivity results, directly, 

approximate values for the degree of hydr,tion of 

each amine. This is treated fully in the dis- 

cussion. 

The only denbity and viscosity data for the 

amines are those by Kanitz (,eit.,:hysUhem. 1897 

?a 23e) 1.anitz dealt only with the three methyl- 

amines at 25°C. 
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MATERIALS UELD 

L:aDamau,Lataa This was partly prepared from 

acetamide (3,1F 7651 la 2741), 

partly bought from HopRins und Williams. It was 

prepared au the hydrochloride, extracted with 

absolute alcohol and freed from ammonia by adding 

to the solution twice au much sodium hydroxide as 

liciaa equivalent to the ammon.i. impurity (about 6',.) 

and boiling until no more base came off. gore 

caustic soda was added and the amine distilled into 

water, precautions being taken to exclude carbon 

dioxides On tesA.ng the amine as hydrochloride 

by titrating a weighed amount with silver nitrate 

solution, ths percentage of ammonia was found to be 

zero, 

When a sample was required to be used in very 

Concentrated solutionithe amine solution was boiled 

in a flask under a reflux condenser, the amine 

being paased down a spiral immersed in u cooling 

mixture of ether and carbondioxide snow. It was 

collected directly in the freezing point tube, only 

the amount required in the experiment being distilled 

over. 

Dimethylamine/ 



LimeIhylitaluL This was prepared from dimethyl 

aniline (.13.2a E23)9 the hydro- 

chloride being recrystallized from chloroform. 

The value for the melting point of the hydrate 

lienNHI7H20 was found to be -16.E as compared with 

Pickering's value -16-6. 

Trimethvlamlne This was prepared from formaldehyde 

in an autoclave (B.10, Li.3. 882). 

The freezing point of the hydrate was +5.25 as 

compared with +5.3 from 2ickering. A further 

supply was obtained from Hopkins and Williams which 

gave the freezing point of the hydrate as +6.06. 

Theteckmann"curve and the conductivity determin- 

ations were done with this sample. 

:,,t4211ylaTines. These were pre?ared from ethyl bromide 

,.nd ammonia 1916 109 174). 

Further supplies of di- and tri-ethylamines were 

obtained from Hopkins and illiams and British Drug 

..ouses respectively, The final boiling points 

were, 

2.thy1anline 1645-16.6E c.f. Int.Qrit.Tab. 16.6 

7Aethylamine E60 

r1riethylamine 87 -88 P9-E 

anda,rd/ 



,t,m¡Ilr¡Lilvdrophlorls201.d This was made up N and 

N/10, and kept in 

3-litre Jena 1ass bottles. It was standardised 

using pure,dry, anhydrous sodium carbonate, or 

sometimes using ca1cs7Jar. VAth both methods good 

concordance as obtained. 

,:fWigsx_d._.Ls22:tziLcide This was made up N and 

N/10 from a very concen- 

trated solution in which little carbonate was 

soluble thus securing a better end point, and kept 

in bottles fitted with soda-lime tubes. LZ,imilr 

tubes were fitted to the burettes which were 

permanently connected to the bottles. The 

solutions were standardised by titration against 

the standard acid, 

Or; El 

gialull The Pipettes used were standardised by 

weighing the water delivered by them, 

and were found to.be correct to one in two thousand. 

,pwattes The burettes were correct to one in 

one thousand. 

¡Leights These were standardised against a standard 

set and were correct to 0.1 mgm. 

Det e raainat ion/ 



DetermintALion of Concentration 

The concentrione uf the eolutions of amine 

terc determined in terms of the mole fraction of 

amine present. Ihe normalities were also reeuired 

in the cenauct,ivity measuxements, and these were 

found at the same time knowin the densities of the 

solutions. 

The method adopted wus to weigh a flask 

oontaininc a pipetted volume of standard hydro- 

ohloric acid (d or according to the cencen- 

tration of the amine solution), run in a euantity 

Of the solution, and /eoeigh the flaek. The 

quantities of acid and of amine were taken so that 

a slight exeess of acid remained. This excess was 

titrated with standard sodium hydroxide. If too 

much amine solution had been added, another loco. 

of acid were added after weighing. _rovided the 

volume of acid was at leabl 25 ec, the titr,tion 

4.,ccurLle to one in one thousund. 

orange Was used as indicator throughout, 

the end point being more e4sily obtainable vAth 

N/10 solutions than in the case of methyl red. 
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DENSITIES OF AMINE E,OLUTIONS. 

everal investizators have already determined 

the densities of amine solutions, but only Kunttz 

(loc.cit.) has worked at 25°. No one has worked 

at 0°. Kanitz covered only the three methylamines, 

and on plotting hie values against the normalities 

given, smooth curves were not obtained. One or 

two were re-determined, and the values did not 

agree with those given in his paper. It was 

found necessary to repeat his work. Two of 

Trante's values for the density of diethylamine 

solutions were used to supplement those obtained in 

this work (Lieb.Ann. 196 9O 43). He worked at 

15° but DI; differs only slightly from DN.and an 

accuracy of only one in one thousand is required. 

The method used was that given by Findlay 

(Practical Aysical Chemistry, 4th. edition, p35). 

The pyknometers used were of the usual Ostwald type, 

the ends being covered by little glass caps to 

decrease evaporation. They were of 1.1 - 1,8 cc. 

capacity. The accuracy obtainable was of the order 

of three in ten thousand. the densities 

were required in the calculation of viscosities and 

normalities/ 



normalities in -.11.ich other errors of about one in 

one thousand were present, this degree of accuracy 

was satisfactory. The correction for air buoyancy 

was negligible. 

The thermoscats used were the same as were 

employed in the conductivity determinations; 
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1)ensita_agliA_AI_221 

= mole fraction of amine in eolution. 

Dt = relative denkAty of the 1:,olution t t° 

Nonomethylomine 2imethylamine 

c Xa Do Xa DS 

J-ub218 0-9782 0-03617 0.9782 

-02793 -9877 .02426 -9852 

-01503 '9930 -01299 -9910 

.00789 *9960 .00829 -9942 

00423 -9980 -30543 -9962 

Trimethylamine :7:onoethyl&mine 

0-02385 0-8,,.)A 0-029F.14 0-9857 

.0248 *9807 -01425 -9914 

.01008 -:)902 -30724 ,9959 

,00417 -996s .00332 498a 

Diethyl amine Triethylamine 

0.01340. Q-991 0.02530 09810 

.00684 9947 .01258 -9920 

0W60 -9974 -00772 *9944. 

*00206 -9989 .00397 -9974 

-00208 .q98c, 
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-onomethylL4.mine 

n2,5 A a 

Dim2thylumine 

Du 

0.02592 04,9877 0.01850 0.8?1 

01;552 993,) .00837 9939 

00652 -9970 .00426 .9960 

.00344 -9987 .00180 

Tristcthylne Manoethylumine 

0-,X. '0 0-r>810 0-01837 0.9890 

-01E16 -q84,1 -0095 -9947 

-00864 -00348 -9977 

-001F2 .9990 

Diethylamine Triethylamine 

0.01511 0.988e, 0.00998 0.9912 

.00609 -9950 -00518 .9954 

00'293 9980 .00261 9980 



VI3C0SITIES OF Aran SOLUTIONS. 

The only date for the viscosities of amine 

solutions in the International Critical Tables are 

those by If.anitz (loc.cit.) for the three methyl- 

amines at 25°. His densities having been found 

faulty (p12 it was necessary to determine the 

viscosities of solutions of all six amines at 0°C 

and at 2°C. 

The methed used was that given by Findlay 

(loc.eit. 00). The vizeoneters were of the usual 

0;]d types 

Theymostuts In the work at 25° a large 10 litre 

lass jar was used, the temperature 

being kept at 25.00 * 0,01° by stirring and bhe 

same system of relays as in the case of the large 

ethermostet (p22), 

11 

In the work at ,0° a clear glass Dewar vessel 

was employed, filled with distilled water, and 

finely crushed ice prepared from distilled water. 

The mixture was stirred from time to time by moving 

the viscometer about and reelamping it between each 

determination of the time of outflow. This also 

prevented/ 



prevented any error occurring through a piece of 

ice becoming jammed between the viscometer and the 

wall of the vessel, and thus tilting the capillary. 

" oioctLe of 2 co. capacity 

was used. iío tandardisation 

was necessary since the actual volume delivered was 

of no account so long au it remainca the same. 

he stop-watch employed was graduated in 

rifths of a second, ana was read to 0.1 sec. The 

largest error in theue determinations lay in the 

starting and stopping of the watch, but after some 

practice, ana by repeating the timing until con- 

coraant results were obtained, thin error could be 

decreased to 0.1 of ceconci. 

Another source of error lay in the construction 

of the instrument itself, in that there might be 

deviations from eoiseuille)s 1-w. 

In a perfect viscometer 

CD - = wee 

Dlir* i t 
where 1, D, and t = viscosity, density and time of 

outflow for the solution 

and 7,00 1N7, tw = similarily for water 

X= density of air. 

AS shown by Viasbburn and MacInnes (J.A,C.S. 1911 

1692) it is necessary to use in practice the 

equation/ 



16t ion, 

= 
_ 

where P is a correct- 

ion factor. 

was determined for a solution of sucrose (2, 
the values of D and 1 being taken from International 

ritical Tables and from Landolt-iiornstein Tabellen, 

the viscometer used finally (see Eig.1),' 

it was found = 1.004. 

It W46 noticed at 

especially at 0°C that the 

nurface ension of pure 

rater differed so much 

from that of a solution, 

C 

that an error W46 bein 

introduced in the time 

taken for the licolid sur 

face to sink down the part 

of the capillary between 

- 

the bulb and the mark 

A new mark was therefore 

etched ,t the top of the 

capillary at C. On re- 

detemining ,z) now it was found that P = 1.000, co 

that no correction was necess,ry, 

The correction for the buoyancy of the air was 

negligible, as for the densities. 

The maximum error in the values obtained was 

therefore,/ 
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therefore 0.1 second. At 25° tw = 1 min. 7 sec. 

so that the error was less than 2 in 1000. At On 

t was doUbled, but the difficulties of observation 

were greater, so tivIt ths error was a:)proximtely 

the same. 

konomethylamine 

^*,1 

.14 

0*(4549 

1V1ii 

47t r-; 

02255 1.239 

00900 1.095 

003667 1.040 

01800 1.019 

Trimethylamine 

0-02395 1.684 

00971 1.294 

.00693 1204 

003747 1.108 

.001771 1.048 

Diethyl amine 

0.01868 1.518 

.00993 1.374 

003654 1.133 

-001701 1.055 

Dimethylamin 

/A1 

0.04255 1.734 

.01835. 1.373 

00982 1.186 

-004647 1.084 

.002247 1.039 

Monoethylamine 

0'02269 1.427 

.00836 1.138 

002958 1043 

001538 1.021 

Triethylamine 

0-02530 2696 

.01114 1.601 

.005395 1.248 

001572 1.064 



1 

2C 

Mononethy1ine 

X 701w 

Dimethylamine 

1141 iw 

0.02058 1.153 0-02617 1-365 

.01219 1.082 .01313 1.165 

.00243 1.061 0004171 1.046 

'006-., 1.330 .001576 1.018 

032020 1.313 

Trimpthylamine aonoethylamine 

0.04072 2.074 0.02318 1.281 

.02537 1.523 .01114 1,128 

.01079 .1.200 005030. 1.051 

.004685 1.081 0002574 1.022 

.002225 10034 0001064 1.007 

000951 .1016 

Diethylamine Triethylmine 

0402634 1.727 0.01349 1.402 

*01171 1.274 -005299 1.141 

.00590 10126 '032347 1.053 

.00264 1.049 .)01087 1.015 

J0140- 1.023 



,001DUOTIVITIS 02 AMIN .OLUT 

The usual bri4;e.; method was used, with a valve 

oscillator (Cambridge Instrument Co.) and heed- 

phones. 

The bridge was a -metre'Kohlrauschelitie wire 

(Leeds and Lerthrup) with end coils each 45 times 

the reoistance of tte elide wire, The wire was 

calibrated withJut the end ceile in eireuit qsing 

a stenderd box of resistances by Elliott 4)ros. 

The maximum error found was 0.3011 of the total 

length of the slide wire, The end (Jens were 

tested and found to be kccurate, so that with them 

in circuit, the maximuT error in the ratio of one 

side of the bridge to the other was 4 in 10,0J0. 

. variable croacity (Cembidge Instrument .) 

was connected in pe.rallel with the renistance box 

to balance out the capacity of the cell.. By this 

means e. very silent eound ninimum WO1 obtained. 

The eel were of t7.!e tyoe shown in Pig. 2. 

The relative position of the electroies was fixed 

by a glass tie, since sine e act on sealing WRX 

etc. making it soft. Platinum black electrodes 

were,/ 
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Fig.2. were used. It ia well 

known that the anine e :ere 

catalytically decomposed by 

platinum black, but the 

procedure adopted was such 

as to allow any decompos- 

ition little chance of 

prooeeding very far, (see 

below)* The cell conetante. 

wore determined after each 

run and remained unchanged 

during the experiments. They were feund from 

1000 potassium chloride solution, prepared from 

data given in the International Critical Tables* 

Good. distilled water having a conductivity 

never greater than 2.0 x 10-6mhos.at 25° was 

employed. .e.s no high dilutions were being dealt 

with, this wae eatiefactory* 

;aunastats In the work at 25° a large copper 

bath was used. The sides and bottom 

we rotected by asbestos sheets* Ltirrin6 was 

by a..propellor driven by an electric motor. A 

constant level apparatus was attached. An electric 

heater was immersed in the water of the thermostat, 

the temperature being governed by a toluene thermo- 

regulator working through a fine relay using an 

E.M.J. of two volts with a series resistance of 

1000/ 
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1000 ohms. Thus sparking could not occur at the 

mercury surface. This in turn operated a coarse 

relay which witched on and off the heater current. 

The temperature remained censtent at 2t-00t0.01 

and weee measured by a thermometer standardized 

againet two standard tbermometers. 

In the work at 0°C 4 large Dewar vacuum veseel 

filled with dietilled water and crushed ice pre- 

pared from diatilled water was ueed. Eand stirring 

was provided. 

J 4.4,aa111111:_dLali. on? 

Since the pletinum black of the nelle acts 

the amine if allowed to the following procedure 

was adopted. 

The cell was dried out by steam (Findlay., loc.cit. 

plt1) 

The solution to be examined, contained in a *mall 

stoppered flask, the empty cell, and a eipette ueed 

to tranefer the solution, were all allowed to 

attain the temperature of the thermostet. 

The solution was then pipetted into the cell, left 

four or five minutes, and the conductivity was 

determined. 

The amount of decomposition occurring in five 

minutes was small, as on leaving the cell another 

f ive/ 



five minutes, only in very dilute solutions was 

there a change in conductivity of more than one in 

one thousand. or the concentrations investigated 

in this research, the change was never greater than 

this. 

At high concentrations, each solution was made 

up by dilutin2; the remainder of the one before, 

after some had been pipetted into the cell and 

some had been used to determine the concentration. 

In some cases viscosities or densities were deter- 

mined for the same solutions. 

At 10w concentrations, a number of dried Jena 

were used, 2:- cc. conductivity water 

were pipetted into each, and a series of solutions 

made up by pipetting 2r cc. of solution, the con- 

centration of which as known, into the first 

bottle, shaking, and adding 25 cc. of this to the 

next, and so on. 

T h e quivalent, Conductivities of the Araines at 

Infinite Dilution. 

The mobilities of the wmine ions have been 

determined accurately at 25° by Moore and Winmill 

(loc.cit.), who also found temperature coefficients 

for these mobilities. In the following table the 

firstV 



first column shows the values obtained at 2T°. 

The second shows the values obtained from their 

temperature coefficients for the mobilities at 0°C. 

The third shows the values calculated from these 

results at 2° by means of the equation given by 

.hlrausch (Zeit.Electrochem. 1908 14 129) 

YI8 41 0.01341 -1- 0640/Aas - 6.94/(A4,3)2 

where A = ionic mobility 
Y= temperature coefficient of A 

1911 A25 /V0 
,00re and Ammill Kohlrausch 

MeNhi. 60.6 30.8 30.4 

LeoNH2+ 53.5 26.0 26.0 

lie3Ifil.4^ 49 5 22.8 23.4 

-LtUils+ 4V07 19.6 22-3 

t2hE2+ 38.4 15.8 16.9 

FAsNE+ 34.7 15.1 14.9 

The values finally adopted for A0 were those given 

by the kLohlrausch equat ion. 

The International Critical Tables values for 

the mobility of the hydroxide ion are 

196 at 25° 

and 118 at 0° 

The following table gives the values of the equiv- 

alent/ 



alent conductivity of the amine° at infinite 

dilution. 

flliaa A, at 25° at 0° 

Lonomethylamine 

th, 

256.6 148.4 

Dimethylamine 249.5 144.0 

Trimethylamine 245.5 141.4 

Monoethylamine 243.7 140.3 

iliethylamine 234.4 134-9 

Triethylamine 230.7 132.9 

A correction must be applied to the conductiv- 

ity results for the carbonate formed by the amine 

and the carbon dioxidy,present in the water used. 

As shown by Moore and Anmill (loc.cit.), a 

amuill proportion of the carbon dioxide originally 

present in the water will be in the form of 

bicarbonate ion, while most of it will be in the 

form of carbonate ion. On calculating the pro- 

portion of GO ion to HCO3 ion for trimethylamine 

it is found to vary from 14 in N/I000 solution to 

30 in N/1 solution. Thus a sufficiently accurate 

correction Will be found if all the carbon dioxide 

is assumed to be present as carbonate ion. 

The data for the solubility of carbon dioxide 

in water were taken from Kendall (J.A.C.S. 1916 

34 2460), and the mobility of the carbonate ion 

froni/ 
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frou the International critical Table. The 

correction for this factor is shown in the follow- 

ing table. 

Amine Conductivity correction for 
amine carbonate. 

070 0° 

llonomethylamine 3.0x10-6mhos. 3.3x10-8mhos. 

Dimethylamine 2.8 ..,,c 

Trimethylamine 27 2.9 

Uonopthylamine 2.6 2.8 

Diethylamine 24 2.5 

Triethylamine 2-3 2.4 

The corrected conductivity is given by 

multiplying tho experimental conductivity by 71/17wo 

auding the conductivity of carbon dioxide in pure 

water, and subtracting the above correction for 

the amine carbonate and. conductivity of the 

water, 

A. correction must also be applied to the 

experimental normality for the amine withdrawn 

in forming amine crbonate. This is equal to 

-5 
-8 x 10 moles per litre at 25°, and to 

x 10 
-5 
moles per litre at 0°. 

Conductivities/ 
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jyAli e3 3 ..,22:,,,Sailla_Siallt41.9.204.94. 

= mole fraction of amine. 

N = normality of amine. 

Ce = experimental conductivity of the s)lution in 

mhos. 

= equivalent conductivity of the solution 

corrected as indicated above (p27). 

degree of ionisation. 

K = ionisation constant of the amine. 

vw = conductivity of the water. 

m0A9V1tAX14m410 22g. w = 0.8x10-6mhos. 

a N 1/1w Cex103 oL KX104 

-04549 2,398 1.525 2.254 1.432 00965 2.25 

-02255 1-219 1-239 2.373 2.410 .01625 3.28 

.00900 0.4940 1.095 1-875 4.153 .02797 3.97 

.003667 0.2326 1.038 1.280 6.540 .04406 4-11 

.001800 0.0997 1.019 0-906 9.24 .06224 4.12 

0.06172 1.012 0.7150 11.68 .07867 4-14 

0-03086 1.007 0-4932 1600 -1079 4.02 

0.01543 1003 0.3366 21'74 .1464 3-86 



QnOìethyinp aLaa Cw = 

Vviw Cex108 

-a 
1.8x10 mhos. 

rif 
04_ Kx104 X a 

.01643 0.8914 1-116 4.306 5.386 .02100 4.02 

.01331 0.7250 1-090 4.066 6.107 .02380 4.21 

-00999 05467 1.065 3.683 7.167 .02793. 4.39 

005755 0.3164 1.037 2.940 9.625 -03752 4.63 

.002678 0.1479 1.0172'055 14.11 .05498 4.73 

0.0997 1.011 1.693 17.13 06675 4.76 

0.04986 1.006 1178 23.70 .0924 4.69 

0.02493 1.003 0.813 32.57 .1269 4.63 

DimAUyifgaine Q22 Qw = 1.0x10-6mhos. 

.04255 2.168 1.734 1.779 1-421 .00987 2.13 

.01835 0.977 1.373 1.948 2.735 -01899 3.59 

-00962 0.5231 1.186 1.773 4.016 .02789 418 

004647 0.2555 1.084 1.388 5.877 04082 4.44 

.002247 0.1240 1'039 1.010 8.444 .05863 4.52 

0.1108 1.035 0.958 8.930..06200 4.54 

O'05540 1,017 0.6775 12.39 *08602 4.48 

0'02770 1.009 0.4675 16.94 .1176 4.33 

0.01385 1.005 0.3182 22-95 1593 4.16 
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250g c 
w 

1.3x10-6mhoiss 

17/17,fiCe410 

0,J1.1 1.014 1.2::,5 4.:>58 6.390 .02160 4083 

.,;06b4 i.101 ,2,0724 i5 0J3U7 

j022;; 1.047 2,10 6.31 

1.023 '4.J7J .07080 

*Uld17-8 4.0Aj 1.86f, .Q7634 6.46 

%J*,./09.) 1.J12 i.4n3 24.5 Z +0963 b''11.1. 

1J06 0.998 33.49 1342 t.21 

)001495 10)03 -3.6815 !.1 1825 0.Y6 

4.41i64144iiiim. 0°C 1.1x10 
Kx105 

*2?iÇ) i23 1.864 '.).349E 0.531 0037t3 1.75 

.22V75) 1*228 1m873 ).*15V100 O.E34. 3cam 1.76 
00971 0015221 1.294 0.3790 009Z3. j06602 2.29 

00693 0*3766 10204 0.46 10126 .00796- :040 

.00V47 .J.20tAJ 1-108 0.2944 1.ti7J .01111 2*7 

-1)01771 10048 0.2174 2.293 01622 2.62 

1.040 0.2029 201:14 0n78 2.66 

0.J4134 1.020 !).14056 ;'..n3, 02492 2063 

0.J2067 1.010 '00103 4.923 J3482 2.59 



Irdattjaat kr:21;.. Uw = 20x10-6mhos. 

00x10`' 
/ t K.x10 xu 7/17 w 

002112 1.093 1.423 1.123 1.458 005942 3.88 

.00871 0.4690 1.158 1.055 2.597 *01058 5.31 

004256 0.2623 1.073 0.8378 3.852 .01569 5.81 

002252 0-1237 1.037 0.6493 5.413 0220 6.15 

0.05411 1.016 0.4447 t3.284 03375 6-37 

0.02706 1'008 0.3174 11.69 04763 6.44 

=01353 1'004 0.2226 16.28 .06630. 635 

Ci,00677 1.002 01560 22.63 .0922 6.31 

14; in Lela = 1.4x10-6mhou. 
xxio4 

.02269 1.204 1.427 2.025 2.397 *01709 3.58 

00836 004560 1.138 1.731 4.310 .03060 4.40 

2908 0.1632 1.043 1.151 7.334 .05227 4.70 

0.09173 1.023 0.8745 9.72 06930 4-73 

004586 1.011 0.6179 13.56 .0967. 4.74 

0.02620 1.006 0.4535 17.32 *1234. 4.54 

0.01263 1.003 03034 23.92 .1706 4-41 



gonoethylamine uza C = 23x10-8thos. 

xa VYlw 0exi2 tv Xx104 

.01837 0.978 1.219 3.854 4.831 .01970 3.87 

.00795 0.4325 1.087 3.134 7.060 03228 4.65 

003476 0.1910 1.032 2.236 12.06 '04949 4.92 

001522 0-0839 1.011 1.501 1804 07405 4.97 

0.08196 1.611 1.486 18.28 07501 4.98 

004098 1.00.5 1.034 25.28 .1038 4.92 

0.02049 1.002 0.7050 34.3 .1409 4.73 

9.1111441,1 = 12x10 'mhoz, 

.01888 .09Th 1818 1.962 3.645 .02702 734 

00993 0.5308 1.374 2.014 5.207 03860 8.23 

.003854 0.2109 1.133i.56 8.396 .06225 8-71 

.001701 0.0938 1-055 1.102 12.37 .0917 8.57 

0.05142 1030 0.8258 15.52 .1225 8.78 

0.02571 1.015 0.5698 22.43 .1663 81 
0.01286 1.007 0.3805 29.69 .2201 7.95 



7, 
:7, - 

w = 1.6x10-6'mhos. 

cexios /tLy Kxial "7/7,7 

-01511 0.7902 1.378 4.376 7.630 032t5 8.65 

66J91 0.3292 1.1303.720 12.76 .05444 10.32 

062924 0.1601 1.055 2805 18.47 -07880 10.79 

0.07172 1.023 1.920 27.36 .1167 11.05 

0.0:3586 1.011 1.333 37.51 .1600 10.92 

0.01793 1.0:05 0.9058 50.67 -2162 10.68 

0.00697 1.003 0-6003 67.02 -2860 10.01 

0 
w 

12x10-6mhos. 

02530 1-233 2.696 0.7502 1.639 01233 1.90 

.01114 0.5834 1.601 1.048. 2.871 .02160 2.78 

.005395 0.10 1.248 0.974 4.169 -03137 2.95 

1F'72 0.0866 1.064 0.6253 7.660 -05762 3.05 

910 1.049 0.5664 8564 .06443 3-06 

0.03455 1.024 0.4044 11.92 .08969. 3-05 

0.01728 1.012 0.3155 16.37 .1231 2.98 



- 

UWWIWILL111 25°C 

71/11w 

C = 
w 

C 
e 
x103 

2.0x10 
-6 

mhos. 

oc, 1.(Lx104 

.00998 J5231 1.288 2.126 6.463 .02801 4.22 

005180 0.2787 1.136 2360 .9.61 04166 '5.04 

.002612 0.1426 1.060 1.862 13.82 .05:9S?J 5-44 

0.07534 1.023 1.402 19.00 0823 

0.03767 1.008 0.984 26.26 .1138 5.50 

0.01884 1.004 0.6772 35.96 5.42 

00042 1.002 0.45152 48.20 2090 5..19 
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oneerved values of the ionisation constant 

full away a the concentration decreases, efter 

attaining a constant value. This cannot be ex- 

plained by the preeence of traces of ammonia, since 

these would have caused a low value of :e in con- 

centrated solution, rising on dilution. _losorp- 

tion of carbon dioxide preview to the experiment 

would have given a diminishing K, but the initial 

velue would have been very high. A test was 

carried, out with dimethylamine, runs being done 

with a s lut ion which had been kept some months 

in a bottle from which portions were withdrawn 

from time to time, and also with a freehly dis- 

tilled solution. No change in j¡ was found. 

The most likely explanation is that the amine 

is adsorbed on the platinum black of the electrodes. 

The effect on the conductivIty of a concentrated 

solution would be negligible, but would increaze as 

tee solution was diluted. 

In the preceding tables, values are given down 

to N/64 solution only, as with still more dilute 

solutions the 'results become too uncertain, 



Fig. 3. 

(to face p.36) 
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PREEZING POINT DIAGRAn OF TDB AKIFES AND 

W,ATER. 

eeez.S.U.9.1.Lekt The crystallisinp subseence is a 

hydrate. 

The aptus used is ehown in rig.3. The 

tube conteeinin- the solution wu$ cooled in an air 

jacket surrounded by e mixture of ether and carbon 

dioride snow, not shown in the drawing, and 

inoculated with a little previously frozen hydrate 

if possible. If not it was further cooled and 

rubbed, until some solid aeparated. It was then 

placed us shown in the figure. Ar was bubbled 

tYroun the freezing mixture, the rate being 

adjusted by the screw clip so that the solution 

warmed up very r'radually. Rand stirring was 

emoloyed, and the temperature kept under obeervation. 

,,:round the maxima on the curves the freezing point 

could be determined most conveniently by noting the 

temperature at which a sudden change in the value 

of ETA5t (rate of change of temperature with time) 

occurred, since this indicated that practically 

all the hydrate had melted which had separated out. 

e.t/ 



At points more remote from the maxima, however, 

the change in composition in the liquid phase 

produced by the seperation of the hyrate caused 

this value to be inaccurate. The method used. in 

.such cases, was to take the temperature at which 

the last traces of the solid disappeared. This 

was not enerally easy, as Pickering found also, 

solutions of amines at such concentrtions and 

at such temperatures being very viscous, while the 

hydrates are often selatinous in.eharater. It 

was sometimes very difficult to say when a gelat- 

inous solid had been replaced by a very viscous 

The crystllisinE substaaco 

ice. 

The same apparatus was used 48 in section 1. 

The method was however different. Several were 

tried and the one finally adopted was the following. 

The salution was cooled below the freezing 

ooint as before' inoculated with a littis hoar-frortt 

and allowed to warm up- gradually, observing the 

temperature every quarter or half minute. I' was 

found that the temperature rose slowly at first. 

Then an increase in the rate of rise occurred, small 

at firstt followed by a much more rapid increase. 

The/ 
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The )oint at which this second acceleration of the 

ri2u came was aite dcflnito, was repeatable to 

0-06'4 even when the freezing :,)oint was as low as 

-Z1°C, and was found to agree well with the correct 

freezing point when 4 few determinations were made 

dsin7 sodium cOloride sol'utions T.,,,de up in accord- 

ance with given in the International .;ritical 

2hermometey:s Three t)-ermometrs were used in 

ections i and 2, a toluene one 

.raduated in degrees reading dxun to -10, na two 

mercury thermomsters The first s.)f these read 

from J')G to -4,.."; in tenths of a degree, and W.:>..5 

used whenever Possible. The second was graduated 

in twentieths of a deree, from +1E to -5°. It 

W43 used only for part of the trimethylamine curve. 

11 three were stondardised at 3°, and the 

first two at the melting point of mercury. 

:.ach solution was nade U. by diluting the 

previous one. The concentration vas determined 

after each freezing point had been taken. 
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Result obtained in sections 

1 and 2, 

= mole fraction of amine. 

2, = freein(2,: point of the solution, (°C) 

If A a Tf 

0.0312 -3.39 0.1343 -42.6 

0437 4.94 .2040 39.8 

.0583 6-96 2387 37.8 

.0716 8.97 .3075 40.5 

0818 10.65 .3732 47.6 

-0974 13.5e teITH2,31120. 
crysta1IA:4;1g 

.10E',6 13-36 

.1198 18-69 No c.2y.;;tal1istion could 

179 2L68 be obtained in more con- 

1623 31.61 centrated solution using 

ice the ether - CO 2 freezing 
crystallising 

mixture. 

The formula of the hydrate ì the same as that 

found by 1"ickering. 

iZelting point of hydrate Pickering -36° 

Somerville -37.7' 
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-4C- 

A a T , 

f 
...., a 

0.1205 

.1295 

T 
f 

-16.59 

16.49 

.0585 7.50 .1336 16.71 

.06rib 9.14 .1393 16.62 

.0834 12-62 -14L3 17.18 

.0644 1,-,-S0 .1644 16.50 

.1302 17.35 .1784 20.09 

ice '1864 21.04 
crysta.dising 

-2055 37 

.2n9 

-1099 16.98 

.1186 16.58 

Lle2;jilf71120 

crystallising 

Indications of another hydvtte were found a point 

being determined at ka = 0-4024 

Tf = -47° but on both sides 

of this, nu crystallisation was possiblo. This 

point was itself vcr7 indefinite. .,-)ickering 

obtained similr reLults with this amine. 

1.11ting point of hydrate Pickering -16.6 

Somerville -16.5 
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j2.211121I2Lamine Aun 1. 

Xa If 44 

0.0238 0.1.536 +41 

ice 1631 1.7 

-2039 -2.0 

kd Li 2663 

0f00 .:3206 17-3 

J681 .4070 33 

-1249 

hyurate 
crystallisinn. 

MOW .11111.,..,411119. 

farther values were obtained with more 

concentrated solutions. 

¡tun, 4, 

'-a If a 41 If 

0-068 +3-77 0.0706 1,-4.74 0-063S; +430 

3829 5'09 0851 5-13 -0808.. 5-02 

.0877 5.16 -0906 5.23 -0867 5-10 

.0902 5-27 .0950 5-30 086;,:. t 

*0991 5.18 ..1096 4.97 -0908 5.19 

.1139 4-78 .1287 4.30 .0949 

-1713 1-69 1235 4.30 

These runs were .done using the material first 

prepared. Using the material. obtained from Hopkins 

and/ 
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run was determined. The differ- 

ences in freezing point were much smaller, but were 

shown to be real by the fact that the readings 

taken at the maximum of the curve varied very 

¡slowly us the hydrate melted, while the readings 

taken away from the maximum .1mried much more r,lp- 

idly. 

J.t.a ìf The results from runs 2 to 5 

0.0790 -!-.94 when plotted (Ags.7 to 10) 

.0t_129 6.03 show that the hydrate is 

MenN,10R20 and not 

.0957 u06 11:e1N,111J20 as found by 

0975 .0ii 210-keriniT. 

.099Q 6-03 The meitin point which he 

obtained was +5.3. The 

higher value here obtained (6.06) indicJ,tes that 

the material used is of greater purity than that 

of the previous runs, and also than that of 

, Pickering. 
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, 
.,,..a, f Tf 

J.3153 -1.6 0.0907 -1:').30 

.029(ii 3.27 .031 12.72 

.044J !..12 .1074 

6.414 .1423 7.83 

.0604 7-t-.2 83 7-73 

.j667 9.04 .1671 7.W.'., 

11.42 -21,:.2 1..).6 

.68F 12.,i9 .2h12 1.7.02 

.08C5 1264 .277 17.1', 

.Ci670 12.70 .',.l 15 
ice 2tilH2,111120 

crystallising crys.L11ising 
wsweyabwa*......011*.o.m.sop. 

The formu14 of the hydriAe is the same that 

obta,ined by lAckering. elting point 

2ickering -7. 

:_,omerville -7.7 

lAckerin obtained a hydrate 2:i;t2,h20 with 

meltin *Point -71.2, but that is outside the rimze 

of these experiments. 
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DiSLOW-uT.ne, 

Tf 

BADA1 LLAILuas. 

if a T 
f 

0-0071 -0.68 0.0653 -9.12 J.3625 -9-51 

.0147 1.4 .3700 8.43 0856 7-6$ 

0162 1.69 OR16 7473 -1:)04 7.47 

.0208 2.19 0933 7.44 -1114 7..43 

0278 ,!;.1.5 .1076 7.72 .1211 7,48 

030d 3.54 .167 7.58 .1260 7.52 

.0368 4.2 -1789 9.14 16 6-14 

0425 b.49 .2296 11.83 .104 9.02 

0490 6.77 .2365 1233 -2175 080 

.0574 6-44 Ttgli,820 
crystralisinc 

.0569 6.5;9 

0614 9.51 0.2452 -10.0 0.2450 

Ice .2480 101 2460 2-3 
crystallising 

2677 14 -2858 16 

.2838 15. 

.2931 17 

-333 26 

crystzAlising 

7.1ccelA for the first two values 

in each run, the points in this 

section were indefinite. 
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Diethylamine (continued) 

Xa Tf 

0'4153 -29-6 0.866 -24.9 

4522 270 :$131 30 

4954 25.2 964 38 

5827 21.76 F 0 

crystallising 
6318. 20.75 

6335 20.8? 1-000 -50.0 

6855 2J.4FJ pure amine 

elting point of zt2rE01110 _?.3) 
-5' 

Somerville -?.3 

Indications of the existence of a hydrate not 

suspected by Pickering were found between mole 

fractions 0.2452 and 0-3503. This hydrate wau 

so gelatinous as to make the points obtained in- 

definite except for those. at the Maximum of te 

curve. The nearest simple composition for the 

hydrate would be 7A2NHOH.0. 
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X Tf T4, 

00083 -0.85 0.1877 -8.00 

0143 148 .2861 14.1 

.0270 294 .305 3J-2.3 

0354 342 ice 
crystallising 

0409 3.65 

.0470 3..31 0.3312 -19-21 

-0542 3.96 -;5760 19.8 

0679 4-26 .5397 22.9 

0ikt 4.64 I;tp111,2Hs0 (?) 

crystallising 
1218 

The if the curve where toe hyar_..te 

crystalliees cannot be followed far enough to 

prove definitely the composition of the hydrate. 

The melting point of the hydrate given by 2ickering 

is -19.2. 

The peculiar on-,Iracter 0' thie curve ie 

accounted for since tne amine and water become only 

parti,aly miscible at temperatures ab')ve 18°), 

(,lothmund,, _4eit.12hys.,Jhem. 1898 26 433) Two sub- 

stances which are only Partially miscible tend to 

give large positive deviations from 7.aoult's Law. 

(Hildebrand, J.A.C.S. 1916 FS 1472) At very low 

concentrations no immiscibility occurs, and the 

carve may be normal. 



Determinations using u Beckmann 

thermometer. 

'L'he .darts of the freezing point diagrams from 

0') to -4° were required laore accurately, since in 

that region the free.,,in6 points of all s.A.utions 

are very near to the ideal curve, und the differ- 

encies which c)me up f)r conside/ation are relatively 

small. 

,A.nee it INU3 necessury to c)my.re different 

runs, the method h,a to be one in which th e. condit- 

ions could be repeated. ihe ,letttod of sNLrco)lir, 

inoculating, and t,1.kine the maximum tu,4er:Aare 

recordeJ while the tube was being slij'tly cooled 

was in;,cour.,,te, ;,ance tie cooling mixture could not 

be alw,Lys the same aoount lower in tem?erture than 

the tube. 121.20 Aetod to super- 

col the tube and its contents about a c1-:ree below 

the freezirL. 3intt inocul,..te with a little hoar 

frost, cllad plce in an air jacket which in turn 

was jacketed with fee and water. The temperature 

wao read every ÇUarter, ilf or whole minute, 

accordinj to the rate of rise. hegu1r vlech:Anical 

stirring by an electric motor was used. A)r 

a space of at least five minutes, if the snper- 

cooling had been sufficient, these rew:s varied 

by equal increments. After some time the rate 

increased/ 
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increazed, a little at first, and then more rapidly. 

The temperature taken with each solution was that 

at which the rate of rise of temperature became 

double its original value. By the time the rate 

had been doubled, it was increasing fairly rapidly, 

so that there wao generally little doubt as to 

whieL reading; to take. If there was a choice of 

two readireee, the average selo taken. 

The abe)lute valuee of taa fraeztne point 

were found by preparing u eeries of petaaeium 

enloride eolution from International eritical 

Tables data, and etandardioing the theememeter and 

the method thereby. The freezing pointa of these 

solutions were repeatable to 0.01) a t -e°, the 

error decreaoing at higher temperatures to about 

0,003° at -1°. 

Ath zolutions giving a freezing Point 

depression of leue than one degree, the temperature 

rose eery alowly. In such cases the inoculated 

aolutien was, utirred for two minute, the temp- 

eratuee was road, and a samele ejpetted out from 

which the mole fraction could be determine'. In 

sueh cases only the zero correction ween 

Thermometer/ 



Thermom1L= The the used ww L. of the usual 

KBookmann type, with a range of six 

degrees, graduaed in hundredths of a degree, and 

read to 0-j:)1° by means of a small lens. It was 

kept at 3° fo wee:!( before use' and not allowed 
ou 

to warm up throuchk the experiments. 

..tg1L;orr.a.I1,21" Variations in the room temoerature 

were allowed for by taking the 

zero after each run. The alteration in the zero 

from an arbitrary standard value gave the stem 

correction for the whole length of stem exoosed, 

from which the correction for any fraction of the 

stem could be obtained. The arbitrary value taken 

was that found when the potassium chloride sol- 

utions were investigaed. 

garmgon fag ioiso. The deg;ree of ionisation., 

for each. solution was 

founo by 'lotting the values obtained in the 

conductivity determinations. 

have X., = anocremt fr,ction from weighing . 

and titrating. 

Xt = mole fraction corrected for ion- _ 

isation 

+ 04, X a 

i'ence to give Xt accurate to 1 In 1000, need 

only be accurate to 0.0005 unit. 
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DI3CUZSION 

1 The rentive hydmtion of the 

methyl i,nd ethyl amines. 

Data from freezing Joint curves. 

A- The formulae of the hydrates formed by the 

amines investigated which contain the greatest 

proportion of water, and which give u definite 

maximum on the freezing point diag'ram are 

7-±),0 

MesLi,131:20 Lts14,21:20) 

':his sug6ests that the order of hydration in the 

series of methylamines le 

MeliE2 / Me2Nh e.a14 

In the series of ethylamines it would seem that 

diethylamine is more highly hydrated in aqueous 

solution than monoethylamine. The position of 

triethylamine is uncertain, since the curve does 

not follow the usual course. 

B- 'ahen the data obtained using thef(13ectmann'.' 

thermometer are considered (Pigo.1 und 16) 



it is seen that the experimental results follow the 
v r 
ideal curve closely for some distance. If a solute 

is hydrated, the curve would be expected to come 

below the ideal since water is withdrawn in forming 

hydrate, and the effective concentration of solute 

will be greater than the apparent concentration. 

(Kendall, J.A.C.S. 1917 39 2303) If however solute 

and solvent differ in Internal Pressure, the tend- 

ency will be to raise the experimental curve above 

the ideal (Hildebrand, J.A.C.S. 1916 38 1472, and 

1919 41 1067). The internal Pressures of the 

amines are less than that of water, and in dilute 

ri 

solutions the two effects balance, giving a Psuedo 

Ideal curve (c.f. Kendall and King J.C.S. 1925 127 

1778). The internal _Pressures of the amines are 

treated more fully in Part 2 of this discussion. 

When we turn our attention to those parts of 

the curves treated in Section 2 of the freezing point 

determinations, where ice is the crystallising 

substance, it is evident that as the concentration 

increases, the effect produced by the hydration 

predominates more and more over that due to the 

internal pressure differences, and the experimental 

curve is found to lie further and further below the 
rr 

ideal curve. It is Possible to calculate for these 

more/ 



F o 

more concentrated solutions the degree of hydration 

necessary to give the observed depression from the 

ideal curve. Ljle the value thus obtaine cannot 

correspond to the true degree of hydration of the 

sulute, in a series of solutes the values may be 

expected to give the correct 21:= of hydration. 

The calculation may be carried out as follows. 

= mole fraction of umine by titration, 

neglecting 0L-which is negligible at high 

concentrations. 

= mole fraction of water. 

If a hydrate is formed in which n molecu'es of 

water are combined with one of amine, we will have, 

= value of corresj)onding to the observed 

value ofATf from the-ideal"curve 
,,, a 

= 
i - rLa. 

whence a 
n = 

was calculated from the form of t} .e 

equation 
2 

= Uej9690(ATf 0.0042F.&f) 

(ashburn, loc.cito) 

:onomethylamine/ 



tz, 0 

.onomethvl_mine 

- T, 
-1 n 

200 

1356 1F'.66 2-28 

-1623 A..61 2.39 

.21111111Iiiajne 

914 3.J7 

.L)U2 17.3F 3.56 

I'lmlIalApjpe The part of the curve in which ice 

crystallises is in this case too 

short to allow this calculiAion to be used. It is 

ff 
seen from the curve obtained with the Beckmann 

thermometer that if the curve were orolorrzed, it 

would very quickly come below those obtained with 

mono- and di-methylamine 

- )1109.11.110-Pirle 

(Ag.15) 

J.du(7 904 ".tP 

o870 12.73 2.90 

2342-111.mktmine 

9.ta 4.99 00614 

riethvlayine The calculation is again impossible 
fie 

as the ice curve Quickly deviates 

from , normal course. It does however show a 

large/ 
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10,r6e deoresion compared with the other two ethyl- 

mines at concentrations below 0.0200 (i.16.) 

.Ùr mono- and di- methylamines, Luld mono- and 

di- ethylamines, 

= 3.0600 are 

:mine 

the values of 

5%., n 
1 

calculated for 

compare 

LeNH2 7.19 1.K ...el-i:,22:21.) 

AbiE2 7.43 2.34 , 

1,:e2L,h 7.78 ('). ou A., ._eh,7,,k) 

.L..) 4-88 

lote The internal pressures of the amines I...tam:1.2a 

from monomethylamine to diethylamine, and 

would therefore tend to nullify, rather than 

accentuate, the differences obtained in the value 

of given in the above table. 

The effect of hydration on the 

ionisation constant. 

At high concentrations the water withdrawn by 

the amine in forming hydrates will affect the 

effective concentration of the base. In the case 

of the weak acids Lendall GT.A.C.S. 1914 Z6 1079) 

showed that when account was taken of the water 

associated with the hydrion, constant values of the 

ionisation/ 
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ionisation constant could be obtained from .N/2 

solution dornwards. 

If the chemical equilibrium is assumed as 

141,n1L.20-1-.40 = u,nL2ki+JA 

or 411 

.i2hpriE20 h20 = E..t3LI-HnH20 = Uli-...(3) 

the eression for the ionisation constant is 

obtained, vi 
DETI 

IWO 

E'V "13 ..iniv LI 

If we how expresfo all concentrations as moles per 

litre, using -L = fraction ionised 

= normality of solute 

= molecldar weight of solute 

= molecrlpr weight of w6ter 

D4 odecific gravity of solution 

we have, from equation (A) above 

= 

[011 

. (1 
2.29224_,T, 

:6 - 0. 

If equation (.i) are employed, the 1,..t term in 

the expreslAon for ad203 would. be PE, where 

p = fraction of solute as hydroxide. 

.ioth 4h and pL are small compared with nN, and 

mf.y be neelectede 

If/ 
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If we now put 

v/= eloleo eolvent employed to aissolve one 

mole solute 

ljoODI - 

then e = ------ -n (1 oLi(ve. n) 

If we now calculate values of ":11 for different 

values of n there may be a value of n which will 

give constant values of En from V/2 solution 

downwards. 

The equation used finally was 

b5.5 
- J4(v'- 

bringing the values of Kn to the same order of 

reanitude as the usual K. 

Note It is here assumed that 0L. is independent of 

the initial hydration of the molecule to 

1%,n1H20. If this were not so, the equilibrium to 

be considered would be 

(n+1)1i20 = M3N11+,nH20 

D120] in the expression for Kn would have to be 

raised to the power of (ni-1). The values obtained 

for n in the following tables would be much smaller. 

The results obtained with two amines follow in 

detail, a summary is given of the others. In every 

case except that of trimethylamine at 2FrI, a good 

constant was found. 



249 2.75 2)1 

1021 3.44 3.61 3.70 3-79 

0-4939 4.0h 4-13 4.17 4.21 

0.2025 4-1F 4.18 4-19 4.21 

0.0996 4.1 4.15 4.16 4.16 

4.1F 4.16 4-17 4.17 

H(usul) 

2-2F 

3.28 

3.97 

4.11 

4.12 

4.14 

n = 3 gives the most constant vulues of Kn 

almettllYLiZine 

:b ,L.0 .is.e. .,--Ic i.-11 Kv.; 'Z.(usual) 

1-235 1.92 2.39 2-FF 2.64 2.73 1.7 

1.226 1.93 2.40 2-1'6 264 273 1-76 

,,J1-5220 2-39 259 265 2-68 2.70 2-29 

0.3765 2-48 2-62 2.66 2.68 2.70 2.40 

0.2055 2.61 2.6!7:1 2.71 2-72 2-73 2.57 

0.0979 2.64 2-66 2.69 2.70 2.7J 2.62 

0.08262 2.68 2.71 2.72 2.72 2.73 2.66 

12 Oyes best agreement. 
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Zhyd...ation values obtained 

Amine n ,.j .J n 2VU compare 

heYE2,3 

Le2Nii 7 7 he2.NR,71rn0 

ide3N 12 no const. 
value 

,enL,LYi_20 

JAiNh2 6 or 7 6 or 7 

9 or 10 

Jts.14 3 or 4 23 Lt0,21120) 

The results show tht this method, while 

givinz v-lues of the correct order in several cases, 

involves a very larve error, especially at 2c,' due 

to the interference of other factors. In the case 

of the methylamines, the order of hydration ajrees 

with that deduced from other considerations. In 

the case of the ethylmines, no definite conclusion 

can be dnatn. 

The effect of hydration on 

viscosity. 

If we take the values of the viscosities of 

solutions of amines at a fixed mole fraction 

(J.0130), the following results are obtained. 

Amine/ 



rt, 

It 1.2. len from, thoo reuults tat the reLitive 

viacoLAtie inereue in te LWrie6 mono-di-tries 

In bo,.,h tho mothylmine* ethylminez. 

relativ viait;o6itie 6.eore6e tempe 

en,ture iz ruieod from to 

s:)th of theoe re,Julte wou-d be ex,,deced if the 

vi$eo6Aty were leixgoly dedenlent on tile nydration. 

;,1%.42 Internad 1,)rel6;Jureo of 

the ,.mineu, 

- uloCUJ610n of the effet of tLo 

dreosure ou,t441.4L; Q.evi¡Aiom; from L,aw i4 

ven by ii1O.ebnind 41 1 jv0. If 

th.ro 16 L,L,txgo taff*ronce 'Jetween tkie internal 

pre6uroo of two aubbtanee4, potiitive devia.tione 

from ti:,e iW :re zonor41 in the propertie6 of 

mixturea Of te two. Thus sino the Intc,:rmal 

preubure/ 



1,re oomprec'. with tl.t of ,uld -:tect the with. the 

lovet inturnl ,;:ivo the 1.::t 

uovi,tion. 

method of Lrriving intermA 

idreuuroi:;, of , of eubt-nt.; t fro the 

tcrm 4V2 in Von !ley i ct.A_tion. ...J.A term 

me..re of the 4:,i,ttn.,Lotive :,:..r,oure or intermd 

ye;,ure oleoule. 

Eat 3) give 

muano of ifl the oonf.itnt ¡to .:tze 

iL'i tit 17,7 for u molecule L.; ;Liven by the oum o ° 

the v,41el, of V: for the Con2t/tent 

flnd of 17617. for 

or eording 

to tLe kin of link6e. In ez,ozo of .111y 

iturte,',L combination of Le cau ìuc ocouro 

in tho ee of the 4i.;minea, the vlue O. 

X io the molecuhr volumes i,),nd may be found 

from den6ity Valueo of the dentkity were 

ten ;,t 00 by extr)oL.,tion from Le known viuwo. 



_13ine 2 la 0 6 

: 

4».;'.....,, 

, ,.1 1,.1 '"i'-r. ,..:1 

,,;..; I '¡' 

i :1 .1 

tLe ourveL btined wIth the ,A3ck!'ann 

thea.tometer ke it 'IL evident th;,,t 4t 

coLcientrtior effectc of hydion 

intern41 re6o4.1-e ez-ctly .or 

thio t.o in t0 extly the 

isme extent, tize 1,; ighet3t 

:druk4ou2: e m.t hydrdp AiL vice verm 

If we eould correct for the hy(Irtic)n of tl».1.4 zsamineo, 

ourveo couLi be drwn ohowin,s the interma preooure 

ofTect much more mar74edly. ?he roi-iulto obtodned 

In reorch tend to ou&:,eot L t in dilute 

oolution the umineo :.Are hydruteki to the BU( 

extent in their firt hydrtes. If we 

to be quk41 itatively true, t::..ble mcy be drovn 

U) in wbich the concebtrtion of wgine ho been 

corrected for the LeEpount of wter withdrown to 

form hydr,te. The e(01:,,tien vr.ioh :;;;,,y be uoed i$ 

where 
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where = corrected mole fruction 

= uncJrreoted yylAe fr4otion 

n = number of molecul uf wuter in :)ne 

molecule of hydr. 

,Th 

of the corretoU, 

ourve6 froza the ltle41 ud.-Je4r 

incre ooncentrtin 

rel.tive aeviutionJ uctuully 

*o unce tr.,e uncrreeteU crve4 colle 

the 

Thio muut 

OW the 

idecd th L: Tnol kiolute 1,J 8reter 

. 

A 

1. 

,olia lot 

1 u6 

{),),,)612 

0,31;:5F7 1-2R7 

1-762 

24,416 

to 2-747 



T..4.14aaliajAu 

- 

C, 

f 

)1J10 -,11, 1.,2)17 

* 

1.4A4 

k)Ori 1. AV 

*3 1.74 

*)16J 1.,A6 

yr.i.1.141akirla% In thL; coe to de)rein from 

the idezd curv 6.rctet uf 3.1 

down to interni )ei.;.1* to be 

little 1.(i tL;.,t of trinethylminc,!. 

te eurve obL.ineu by correcting for the hydmtion 

of/ 



th:., other :iv amines &re founa to I3 in the 

orr of internal pressures, an &:dpro,ximate value 

for the deiaTee 'of h:;dratim of trist.;-;y1mine in 

dilute solution at should be obtinable by 

s,aculatin,L how mny molecul of water must be 

combLleu Atli ono of butYJ to brin the curve Aì to 

t1; trimethyla:,Alne C 

The e,ja,...ion use s .2.s before 

n = 

where = 3.(ole fraction oorresonaing to 

T1, on the correctea tri 

methylamine curve. (:L.:.17.) 

't a 

56 ; 

..;_!1422 

:1: : 4 1 ....;*1 

1 .V62 f 

11-5 

); 

falls off at 6reater concentrtions as the curve 

doviates from a norma course. Me most probable 

value of 11 apoears to be 12, that is the degree of 

bydrtion of T,riethylliatine in dilute solution t J° 

-ears to be not less t: an 12. 



COEGLITIOS 

1- un repeatim: the work of Ackering on the 

freezing point curves of the amines, the 

hydrate of trimethylamine is found to be -fer41,1,1u1120 

and not _esN,111120. The existence of 6.11::,frer 

hydrate of diethyl,-tmine, possibly ,tn,P,11, ,u is 

indicated. 

2- method of deducing the degree of hydration 

of a solute directly from the conductivities 

of its solutions is suggested. .hile in some cases 

the values agree with those from the freezing point 

dz-t,, in others discrepancies are found. The 

effect is thus liable to be masked by other factors, 

esdecially at 2r°. 

3- The degrees of hydration calculated from the 

curves given where ice is the crystallising 

substance agree as well as could be expected with 

the criterion that in dilute solution at 0°0 each 

amine is hydrated to approximately the same extent 

as in the first hydrate shown by it in the freezing 

Joint diagram, except in the case of triethylamine. 
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Lt th.e Jrer of hydrtion in t:zw, ,Jeriez4. 

of mthyl,,mines wad ethyli,mines is 

Kdi tri 

when the resulta from the determintiona uain the 

fr 

Oeokmin'themometer ,L.re conoidered. 

,hun .tie(fec,knn ui corrected for 

kycm4.tion to tho extent indicted, 

dtive devh,tion of the curve 61-ve ). by ei:,,f3h &mine 

from the ide.41 cu.rvo Increko the intern1 

presa .re te mInci; deortie. :;:rom. this 

consiaerz..ti,on, i thy 

flinu in oilute Lt 

ieL.at 12. '..4'he order of .n:pdrtion of ti,e mAneo 

i6 not the ar-ic ae the .:1raer of bi,sic 6trum;th, but 

.4;de,:,,ra to correzond exctly with the order of 

intern41 fdre**ure he w,rter t.e difrence 

biatn ìterm41 ,rez-oure hì. wter$, 

the 6reter he 1A.exme of hydr-tin 

rei.,ult8 of Lore A:nmill from th.6 

-Litin t-t! dirovcd.. 
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